Hierarchical Cloud Service Workflow Scheduling Optimization Schema Using Heuristic Generic Algorithm

Abstract. The rapid growth of visualization technologies and Cloud computing have opened a new paradigm for utilizing the existing resource pools for on-demand and scalable computing, which enables the workflow management system to meet quality-of-service (QoS) requirements of the applications. It becomes crucial for cloud customers to choose the best Cloud services in order to minimize the running costs, and how to match and select the optimum cloud service will be a challenge problem. In this paper, we present an efficient Cloud services workflow scheduling and optimization schema using heuristic generic algorithm, and focus on the hierarchical Cloud service workflow scheduling. Cloud workflow tasks parallel split, syntax and semantic based Cloud workflow tasks matching algorithm, and multiple QoS constraints based Cloud workflow scheduling and optimization, and also presents the experiment conducted to evaluate the efficiency of our algorithm.

Introduction
Cloud computing is emerging as the new paradigm for the next-generation distributed computing. It has attracted a lot of attention in both academia and industry [1]. The rapid growth of visualization technologies and Cloud computing have opened a new paradigm for utilizing the existing resource pools for on-demand and scalable computing. The cloud computing offer a new computing model where resource pools for on-demand and scalable computing, which enables the workflow management system to meet quality-of-service (QoS) requirements of the applications. It becomes crucial for cloud customers to choose the best Cloud services in order to minimize the running costs, and how to match and select the optimum cloud service will be a challenge problem. In this paper, we present an efficient Cloud services workflow scheduling and optimization schema using heuristic generic algorithm, and focus on the hierarchical Cloud service workflow scheduling. Cloud workflow tasks parallel split, syntax and semantic based Cloud workflow tasks matching algorithm, and multiple QoS constraints based Cloud workflow scheduling and optimization, and also presents the experiment conducted to evaluate the efficiency of our algorithm.

Hierarchical Cloud Workflow Scheduling Schema
The Cloud workflow system can coordinate multiple job submissions over cloud services. The goal of Cloud workflow scheduling schema is to make sure the proper activities are executed by the right service at the right time. We proposed a hierarchical scheduling schema in cloud workflow systems as Fig.1 shows.

Fig. 1. Cloud workflow scheduling schema
It is observed from Fig.1, the cloud workflow scheduling schema framework is composed of Cloud service registry, task parallelism analyzer, local resource manager, global resource manager, and QoS model. The more details is described as follows.

Cloud service registry, when the cloud service provider registers the cloud service to the registry with the ontology description language, and the cloud service registry provides a semantic cloud service information management for cloud workflow based on semantic service discovery support.

Task parallelism analyzer, which is to parse the tasks and corresponding interdependent relations from the XML based cloud workflow description coming through the cloud service portal, and then to split the parallel task groups according to the maximum degree of parallelism split algorithm.

Local resources manager, which is to find the candidate cloud service group with regard to the tasks requirement in the cloud workflow with a given task with syntax and semantic matching algorithm, and performed for every tasks in the abstract cloud workflow. The local service matching proceeds by selecting the best services for every abstract task individually in the Cloud workflow.

Global resources manager, which ensures meeting global QoS constraints since it selects the optimal tasks execution path which respects global QoS constraints imposed by the customers.

Specifically, our Cloud workflow scheduling schema involves three hierarchical stages, the first stage is to split the parallel tasks, and the second stage is match the candidates services for the corresponding tasks, and the third stage is to schedule the Cloud services. Here, a cloud workflow is specified as a collection of tasks according to a combination of control flow and data flow. The cloud workflow specifications that contains the task definitions, process structures, and QoS constraints. In the first stage, the tasks can be split into parallel task groups according to the maximum degree of parallelism split algorithm. In the second stage, the global resources manager assigns workflow tasks to candidate services with syntax and semantic matching algorithm. In the third stage, we present a heuristic generic algorithm which can generate an optimized scheduling path which satisfied global QoS constraints.

Cloud Workflow Task Splitting Algorithm

A cloud workflow application can commonly be modeled as a Directed Acyclic Graph, denoted as a graph whose nodes are the tasks and whose edges are the precedence constraints. We denote an application workflow as a Directed Acyclic Graph represented by \( G = (V, E) \), where \( V = \{T_1, ..., T_n\} \) is the set of tasks, and \( E \) represents the data dependencies between these tasks, that is, \( f_{T_k} = (T_{i1}, T_{i2}) \in E \) is the data produced by \( T_{i1} \) and consumed by \( T_{i2} \). Fig.2 represents a cloud workflow topology.

![Fig.2. The parallelism split of Cloud workflow](image)

In order to improve workflow efficiency for parallel execution of operations, it is important to focus on the depth of task in the workflow topology definition, and \( P_d(T) \) denotes the direct predecessor of the task \( T \), and \( D(T) \) denotes the depth degree, if \( P_d(T) = \emptyset \), and then \( D(T) = 1 \); if \( P_d(T) \neq \emptyset \), and then \( D(T) = \max \{d(R) + 1\} \), where \( R \in P_d(T) \).

The parallelism split of the cloud workflow task is to form a series of tasks group with corresponding to the each job orderly. A workflow can have one or more parallel split schema to form the corresponding parallelism split set \( \Theta \), and \( l(\Theta) \) denotes the number of the tasks group \( \Theta \), and \( \sigma \) denotes the maximum parallel split numbers, if \( \sigma \in \Theta \) and exist \( \forall \delta \in \Theta \), and \( (\sigma) \leq (\delta) \), and we can split the multiple tasks according to the appropriate depth, and to form a largest degree of parallel split. The largest degree of the parallelism split of Fig.2 can be denoted \( \sigma = \{\text{Start, A, (B, C), D, E, Final}\} \), and hence, the task C needs to be completed before beginning the task D, and the task E can begin after the task B and D finished.

Cloud Workflow Tasks Matching Algorithm

The cloud services are describe by the extensible OWL-S ontology language [6], and the profile file is the direct related main parts, which has eight main properties, such as the serviceName, cloudServiceMetrics, description, input, output, requestedBy and providedBy. Among those properties, the serviceName describe the name for the cloud services, and description describe the information for the cloud service, and cloud service metrics are used to describe the QoS metrics for the cloud service. We can use the provideBy property to assign the Cloud service provider information, and also can use the requestedBy to assign the identity for the cloud service finder. The extensive top level ontology for the cloud service is shown as Fig.3.

![Fig.3. Top level ontology for the cloud service](image)

Especially, the cloud service profile is a new involved class to describe the cloud service capability, which has two main properties, that is hasServiceData property and isTransient property, and the isTransient is Boolean property, and is used to represent whether is to create a transient cloud service. If the value is true, and means to create a transient cloud service instance, otherwise, to destroy a cloud service instance. The ServiceDataField class contains three main properties, and that is s_type, s_history and s_status, and means the data types, history record, and statute for the cloud service.

Cloud workflow matching is to assign suitable service to each task of individual workflow instances according to their functional and non-functional QoS requirements. Usually there are two matching methods for the given cloud service description and the user request information. One is syntax based text matching method, and the other is semantics based logical reasoning method. In the service discovery phase, to sort those service to form a candidate set of cloud services the degree of similarity. To increase the accuracy
of the matching service, we consider the syntax and semantics method to find the corresponding cloud services in the registry. The syntax is calculated based on the service name and service descriptions with following equation.

\[
sim = \lambda_s \text{sim}_\text{SN}(S_r, S_d) + \lambda_s \text{sim}_\text{SD}(S_r, S_d)
\]

Where, the \( \text{sim}_\text{match} \) function is used to calculate the syntax similarity between the request \( S_r \) and the service provider \( S_d \), and which is calculated based on the cloud service name and the description, and that is the \( \text{sim}_\text{SN}(S_r, S_d) \) function and the \( \text{sim}_\text{SD}(S_r, S_d) \) function, and the corresponding weight value as \( \lambda_s \) and \( \lambda_d \), especially, the \( \lambda_s \) and \( \lambda_d \) belong to the real value between 0 and 1.

Semantic-based logistical reasoning method is borrowed from the field of Semantic Web methods and techniques through the use of domain ontology concepts and properties to describe attributes of the service. Here, function-based semantic similarity matching of cloud service includes the semantic similarity matching of input and output. The main rationality behind our algorithm is that an advertisement satisfies a request when the advertisement provides all the functions of the request's service. To the semantic cloud services matching application requirements, we propose a simple and effective method of calculating the semantic similarity and semantic distance.

Here, Cloud service discovery is to be achieved by matching cloud service between the requests and cloud service registry with syntax and semantic, and then calculated their similarity. Find cloud services that best match with a given workflow task request, and syntactic similarity value exceeding a given value \( \text{Sim}_0 \). Algorithm pseudo code is shown below.

```
Procedure Match (Task T, Sim0)
List res;
Int typeOfMatch;
Filters = {Subsumed-by, Re-Subsumed};
For S ∈ CSet\text{Input} (Inputs) ∧ S ∈ CSet\text{Output}(Output)
{ 
  if typeOfMatch = MIN(CSet\text{Input}, CSet\text{Output})
    if typeOfMatch ∈ Filters\text{v} Sim\text{match}(T, S) ≥ Sim0
    { 
      res = res ∪ \{(S, typeOfMatch, Sim\text{match}(T, S))\}
    }
  return res
```

Here, the result for the cloud service matching is indentified, and if the output request is equivalent to the output for the service provider, and the result value is 1.0, and which can decrease to 0 with different degree of similarity. Especially, the input matching is similar to the output matching process, and finally returns cloud services set to the requester.

**Cloud Workflow Scheduling Algorithm**

Cloud Workflow scheduling is the mapping from abstract service to the concrete Cloud service, and then select an optimal services path to perform tasks to satisfy customer's QoS requirements. As already mentioned, QoS attributes can be either negative or positive, thus some QoS values need to be minimized whereas other values have to be maximized. To cope with this issue, the scheduling phase normalizes every QoS attribute value by transforming it into a value between 0 and 1 with respect to the formulas in reference [7]. We can also define the corresponding utility function of the cloud service instance for the tasks execution path of the cloud workflow.

\[
F_H = \sum_{j=1}^{k} w_j \cdot g_j^i, \quad w_j \in [0,1]
\]

Where, \( w_j \) denotes the utility proportion for the QoS attribute \( j \), which value is assigned by the users and applications. Here, the utility function only represents the contribution for the sub cloud service over the execution path for the workflow, does not represent the overall QoS requirements, such as the total cost, total response time, and etc. Hence, it is necessary to verify the overall QoS performance of the execution path for the cloud workflow that satisfied the user requirement. Therefore, the Cloud workflow scheduling optimization is an important multi-objective optimization problem, and the cloud workflow execution path optimization can be described with respect to the formulas below.

\[
\text{MAX} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j \in S_i} F_i x_{ij}
\]

Where, \( F_{ij} \) denotes the overall utility proportion for the cloud service instance \( j \) in the service candidate \( S \). Now we must choose a global optimization algorithm well adapted to resolve this problem. Here, the heuristic generic algorithm [8] is applied to resolve the Cloud workflow scheduling and optimization problem, heuristic generic algorithm is a search technique often employed to find the exact or approximate solutions to optimisation and search problems. The construction of a genetic algorithm for the Cloud workflow scheduling problem contains four main steps. The first is the choice of representation of individual in the population. Then second is the design of genetic operators. The third one is the determination of fitness function, and the last is the determination of probabilities controlling the genetic operators.

We first need to encode the problem with a suitable genome. In our case, the genome or individual is encoded by an integer array of \( n \) elements, \( X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n \), and the values of \( X_i \) range from 1 to \( m \), where \( n \) is the number of tasks in the workflow and \( m \) is the number of concrete cloud services for each of the task \( X_i \). The evolution is made by means of two operators: the crossover operator and the mutation operator. Here, the crossover operator creates new individuals from the existing ones by interchanging resources among them. We have used crossover operator to show good performance for Cloud workflow scheduling schema. The mutation operator randomly selects an abstract cloud workflow task and randomly replaces the corresponding cloud service with another one among those available.

Fitness function is used to evaluate the fitness of chromosomes to problem, and the fitness function for the cloud workflow scheduling algorithm should be created to comply with the following conditions: ① To keep the highest total utility for quality of service of cloud workflow scheduling. ② The workflow execution path for the tasks are connected from the beginning to the end node. ③ The cloud workflow scheduling execution path is effective. Here, the execution path is effective when each sub-task can be
executed, followed by the each task to meet the input and output conditions, such as QoS parameters, and a task can be executed only its pre-conditions are satisfied. Especially, the following equation gives the definition of the fitness function.

\[ F = w_r \times F_r + w_c \times F_c + w_t \times F_t \]

Where, \( w_r \), \( w_c \) and \( w_t \) is the normalized weight factor for the response time, cost and reliability, and \( F_r \), \( F_c \) and \( F_t \) represents the QoS fitness for the response time, cost and reliability respectively.

**Experiment and Evaluation**

Our experiments are conducted between the proposed approach and other existed approaches. The experiments are conducted on a laptop with Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU, 1.58 GHz, 2 GB RAM, running Windows XP SP2. During the experiments, we aimed to compare the performances of proposed approach and Shortest Job on Fastest Resource (SJFR) algorithm [9] and Exhaustive Search algorithm (ESA) [10], we computed the time to optimize the fitness function on the cost and time. As a case study for comparison, we considered a cloud workflow containing 12 invocations of 5 distinct abstract task services as Fig.4 shows. For each abstract workflow task, we considered a variable number of available concrete cloud services, i.e., 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60.

![Fig.4. Optimal execution paths of cloud workflow](image)

Especially, the code length is taken as 30, and the population size is taken as 60, and the crossover probability is taken as 0.90, and the mutation probability is taken as 0.03, also the weight parameters as \( w_r \), \( w_c \) and \( w_t \) is taken as 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5 respectively in the proposed heuristic genetic algorithm. Both those approaches were executed 50 times, and then the average values were computed, and the standard deviation was less than 5% of the mean value. Then, the performance comparison result is shown as Fig.5.

![Fig.5. The performance comparison result](image)

It is observed from Fig.5, the efficiency of the proposed heuristic generic algorithm has obvious advantages than the other two algorithms when the numbers of the tasks for candidate services group increases, while the performances of those approaches tend to be the same when the numbers for the tasks is about 10 concrete services. The experiments result also shows that the execution time for the genetic algorithm based cloud workflow tasks scheduling for cloud workflow task is less than the SJFR algorithm and ESA algorithm. To the SJFR algorithm, although the cloud workflow tasks can be shorter for the overall job execution time, but will lead to longer time for some special task execution. Finally, using the exhaustive search algorithm for all execution paths is far greater than the others among those approaches.

**Conclusions**

In this paper, we present an efficient Cloud services workflow scheduling and optimization schema using heuristic generic algorithm, and focus on the hierarchical Cloud service workflow scheduling, Cloud workflow tasks parallel split, syntax and semantic based Cloud workflow tasks matching algorithm, and multiple QoS constraints based Cloud workflow scheduling and optimization, and also presents the experiments conducted to evaluate the efficiency of our algorithm.
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